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June 3, 2022 

 

Mr. Steven Cabral, PE 

Crossman Engineering 

103 Commonwealth Avenue 

North Attleboro, MA  02763 

 

 

Re: Applicant’s Response to Comments – Master Plan Stormwater Design Submittal – 

Skunk Hill Road Solar Development 

Dear Mr. Cabral:   

On behalf of Gordon Excavation & Hopkinton Land 1 LLC, Woodard & Curran is pleased to 

submit this letter in response to your comments provided in the memorandum entitled “Skunk 

Hill Solar Review Memorandum #2,” dated January 25, 2022, and subsequent correspondence 

regarding the Master Plan Submittal for the proposed Skunk Hill Solar project.   

Crossman Engineering comments are provided below in bold, followed by Woodard & Curran’s 

responses in italics. 

Crossman Engineering – Skunk Hill Solar Review Memorandum #2,” dated January 25, 

2022 

1. Historical Study: In a letter dated January 14, 2021, the RI Historical Preservation 

& Heritage Commission recommended a Phase I Archaeological Survey of the 

property. We understand that the outcome of the study is not yet available. 

The applicant is currently working with the Narragansett Indian Tribe who is performing 

an archeological assessment.  Additional information can be provided, if requested, upon 

completion of the archeological assessment. 

2. Rare & Endangered Species: The United States Department of the Interior in a 

letter dated January 26, 2021, notes that the threatened species Northern Long-

eared Bat may be present. To minimize impact to the species, the designer 

provides a tree clearing time limitation in General Note 9, sheet G-001. If the 

Board approves the Master Plan, we recommend that the schedule limitation 

become a condition of approval. 

Noted. The project is amenable to a condition of approval limiting the tree clearing 

timeframe, such that tree clearing is prohibited between June 1st and July 31st.  

3. Stormwater Analysis: Solar fields (panels) are commonly modeled as a pervious 

condition due to the ability of rainfall cascading from a panel to sheet flow 

beneath the next downhill row of panels. Depending upon site conditions and 

panel orientation, this assumption is not always true. We recognize that detailed 

design review occurs at the Preliminary Stage but we offer the following: 
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3.1 The stormwater calculations indicate that the future solar fields are modeled 

as “meadows in good condition” which is the same condition used for the 

existing meadows. One concern is that observations during construction at 

numerous solar sites reveal that the process of post and panel installation 

results in compaction of the underlying soil & loam layers, which reduces the 

soil’s ability to infiltrate. Therefore, without further justification, we do not 

agree with the use of a good meadow condition for solar fields. Complete 

tilling of the soils project-wide after construction could address the 

compaction concern. 

The “Meadow” condition, used in the originally proposed calculations is consistent 

with that previously approved by RIDEM on other similar projects.  However, in 

response to these comments and subsequent discussions with Crossman Engineering, 

the stormwater design has been modified to conservatively assume “Fair Grass” 

growth (50-75% coverage) within the limit of the panel areas.  In conjunction with 

modifications to the groundcover condition utilized in the model, stormwater ponds 

have been expanded and additional ponds added to the design to provide additional 

stormwater storage to mitigate rates of runoff.  The prior design included three 

proposed ponds, and the current design incorporates eight.  

To limit areas compacted by construction and to reestablish infiltration capacity of 

the underlying soils, the project will require scarification/aeration of compacted soils. 

General Note 22 on Sheet G-001 specifies “The Contractor shall minimize and limit 

compaction of soils to locations required to install the mounting system only. 

Compacted soils shall be scarified/aerated 12” deep upon completion of use of all 

heavy equipment necessary to facilitate construction and prior to seeding.”  

Additionally, the project is amenable to Town inspection prior to seeding to inspect 

scarification/aeration of soils.  

3.2 According to RIDEM, for ideal conditions panel spacing should be equal to or 

greater than the width of the panel and parallel to contours. In contrast, the 

project proposes 21-ft wide panels that are spaced at 5.74-ft and numerous 

areas have panel alignment that is not parallel to the topography. This 

orientation does not allow natural sheet flow and results in more 

concentrated flow patterns. RIDEM, in their latest guidance document, does 

indicate that if ideal conditions are not provided, that the first 0.2 inches of 

runoff must be treated for water quality. The design concept addresses the 

0.2-inch runoff volume but we remain concerned that the runoff volumes and 

peak flow rates will exceed that of a “good meadow” and more stormwater 

control measures are needed. 

As acknowledged by Crossman Engineering, the project is designed to comply with 

RIDEM stormwater quality and quantity requirements.   

As previously noted, in response to comments provided by Crossman Engineering, 

the project has revised the stormwater design to utilize a more conservative 
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groundcover. The stormwater design has been revised to utilize a “fair grass” 

condition instead of the previously proposed “meadow” condition.  Additionally, time 

of concentrations have been revised in the proposed stormwater model; 

conservatively utilizing shallow concentrated flow for time of concentration flow 

paths within panel array areas.  Please refer to Appendix E of the attached 

Stormwater Management Report, Attachment 2, which provides pre- and post-

development stormwater peak flow rates and runoff volumes associated with the 

revised stormwater design.  Post-development peak rates do not exceed pre-

development peak rates, compliant with RIDEM requirements. Post-development 

runoff volumes do not exceed pre-development volumes, compliant with Town 

requirements. Stormwater infiltration basins and ponds have been oversized, 

collectively providing approximately 10% excess capacity. 

The project landscape architect has revised the proposed seed mix for consistency 

with the stormwater design. Additionally, the landscape design requires soil testing 

and amendments, as applicable, to promote establishment and long-term 

sustainability of vegetation. Refer to supplemental information provided by The 

Gifford Design Group, Attachment 3.     

The project also requires 6” of loam coverage over the disturbed area to promote 

vegetation establishment, particularly under and around the panels. Stone trenches 

are proposed parallel to the slope, at maximum intervals of 100’ to promote sheet 

flow.  The project is also undergoing review by RIDEM. 

3.3 RIDEM also recommends that the depth of the existing “A” Soil layer (the 

organic topsoil) be preserved and if 4 inches – 6 inches of loam are provided, 

the proposed conditions should be modeled as “Fair” Condition. In 

stormwater modeling, a Fair Condition has less vegetative growth than a 

Good Condition and results in higher runoff rates and volumes. Soil Test holes 

Nos. 1 – 4 by Edward Avizinis indicate that some areas on site have 13 inches 

to 16 inches of “A” layer. These areas should be identified and preserved to 

promote vegetation growth and minimize change to runoff conditions. 

As previously noted, the stormwater design has been modified to conservatively 

assume “Fair Grass” condition under the solar panels. Areas with significant (>1 foot) 

depth of “A” layer soils have been identified on the plans to be preserved in-place to 

the maximum extent practical or stockpiled and redistributed nearby.   

3.4 As previously noted, we are concerned that the panel size and panel 

orientation, which is not parallel to the topography in many areas, will 

prevent the assumed sheet flow from occurring throughout the site. In order 

to consider the entirety of the solar field as a pervious condition, it needs to 

be demonstrated that the resulting sheet flow is equal to or wider than the 

row of panels, project wide. As one example, a review of panel layout versus 

topography on Plan Sheets C201-C203 indicates that sheet flow will not 

occur, therefore more concentrated runoff will result. 

The proposed stone trenches are intended to dissipate concentrated flows and 

promote sheet flow under the solar panels. The design has been modified to 
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implement stone trenches on 100-foot intervals throughout the solar array areas 

despite slope or panel orientation, including in the flatter areas identified on sheets 

C201-C203.  The stone trench detail has also been modified to reduce the frequency 

of maintenance. As further described in subsequent comments & responses, the 

design has been revised to reflect panels at the downstream end of runs, whose runoff 

may not be sufficiently transitioned to an equivalent length of sheet flow via stone 

trenches in advance of stormwater swales/ponds, are modeled as impervious.    

3.5 We recognize that in some areas, 3-ft wide, 9-inch-deep stone trenches are 

provided parallel to the topography as a means to create sheet flow but it 

needs to be demonstrated that the concentrated flow entering this stone 

trench can be dispersed evenly without direct flow across the trench. A higher 

berm may be necessary. Also, observations of other facilities indicate that the 

sediment load from solar fields can be high, therefore there is high 

probability that the stone trenches will fill with sediment and become 

ineffective without continuous observation and cleaning. All areas that do 

not have flow dispersed evenly for an equivalent length should not be 

modelled as 100% pervious. 

Stone trenches are an engineering standard of practice for flow velocity mitigation 

and sheet flow distribution. The stone trenches are designed such that runoff flows 

into and fills the trench and then spills over the edge to disperse the flow as sheet 

flow. In accordance with the standard of practice, the stone trenches are proposed 

perpendicular to the upgradient slope and at regular intervals to maintain sheet flow.  

Erosion and sediment control (ESC) measures continue to be proposed uphill of stone 

trenches to minimize sediment build-up, and ESC measures are required to be 

maintained until vegetation has been established for one full growing season. The 

stone trench detail has also been modified to provide additional sediment storage 

and for ease of maintenance.  The attached Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Plan, 

Attachment 5, specifies inspection and maintenance requirements for the stone 

trenches to ensure proper function is maintained.   

4. Swales and Culverts: The peak flows, capacity and velocity of proposed culverts 

and swales were not readily found in the stormwater analysis. This level of detail 

can be resolved at the Preliminary Stage. 

All swales and culverts have been adequately sized to convey the 10-year design storm, 

with consideration to conveyance of the 100-year storm. Conveyance swales have also 

been designed to include check dams as needed to dissipate erosive flow velocities within 

the channel.  We respectfully request to address this item as part of preliminary plan 

review, consistent with Crossman Engineering’s comment. Conveyance system sizing 

documentation will be provided as part of the preliminary plan submittal. 

5. Panel Size Cascading Runoff: To minimize rutting from water cascading from 21-

ft wide panels, a 4-ft wide jute matting is specified for areas with slopes greater 

than 8 %. More discussion on the adequacy of jute matting alone and the need 

for measures in all areas, independent of slope, should be discussed. 
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Erosion control matting is specified for all slopes greater than 8%. Additionally, 

permanent turf reinforcement mat shall be provided along all panel drip edges in areas 

where the slope exceeds 8%.  The permanent turf reinforcement mat shall be suitable for 

use in steep slopes and channel applications. Jute matting shall be provided along all 

panel drip edges for slopes of 8% or less.  Drip edges shall include all vertical panel edges 

created by racking of multiple panels (3 drip edges are anticipated per panel run). 

6. Stormwater Pond Freeboard: The pond details on sheet C301 indicate that the 

elevation differential from the 100-year water level to the top of pond berm is as 

low as 0.2 ft (2.4 inches). A minimum freeboard of 1 ft is recommended. This level 

of detail can be resolved at the Preliminary Stage. 

The stormwater ponds have been revised and provide one foot of freeboard during the 

100-year storm event.  

7. Future Access: With the 5.74-ft panel spacing, a discussion on access for future 

maintenance is recommended. For example, if erosion/rutting occurs, access for 

repair is limited. 

Acknowledged. Methods to effectively address stormwater maintenance will be 

considered. The Applicant has asserted that small equipment suitable to maneuver the 

panel spacing is available for use in maintenance, in conjunction with manual 

maintenance. The attached stormwater Operations and Maintenance Plan, Attachment 

5, specifies operation, inspection, and maintenance procedures for proposed temporary 

and permanent erosion control and stormwater management systems. Additionally, per 

Condition #12 of the Town Council approval, the Applicant will allow the Town to 

conduct an inspection every April for the life of the project.   

8. Access Drives: Clarification of the Pervious Access Drive Detail on Sheet C-301 

versus the Construction Entrance Detail on Sheet C-300 is requested. It is not clear 

if access drives will have 3-inches or 15-inches of crushed stone. Clarification is 

requested in order to confirm the CN value utilized for modeling stormwater 

runoff. 

The permanent access drives throughout the site will be constructed per the Pervious 

Access Drive Detail on Sheet C-301 (15 inches of crushed stone). Curve number values 

utilized in the model are based on the RISDISM Table 5-5: Curve Numbers for Infiltrating 

Permeable Pavements (MDE, 2009).  The pervious access drive detail and associated 

values used in the model are consistent with those approved by RIDEM on other similar 

projects.   

The stabilized construction entrance detail will only be utilized during construction at the 

site entrances at Skunk Hill Road and Arcadia Road. The stabilized construction entrance 

is a temporary erosion control measure designed to mitigate off-site sediment tracking 

by construction equipment. The stabilized construction entrance will be removed and 

replaced by the Pervious Access Drive at the site entrances upon site stabilization.  
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9. Containment: Containment systems are required for all equipment that contains 

fluid. (refer to Hopkinton PSES design guidelines). Typically, details are provided 

of the system. 

The Applicant has noted that proposed transformers utilize biodegradable oil and that 

electrical equipment includes self-containment.  Refer to the attached supplemental 

equipment specifications, provided by EDP as Attachment 4, for additional information 

on typical equipment. 

Crossman Engineering – Summarized comments from conference calls and other 

communications since January 25th  

Based on multiple communications with the Crossman team since late January, below is a 

summary of what W&C understands to be Crossman’s additional comments. 

Limited Consideration of Panels as Impervious. Crossman Engineering raised concern 

regarding consideration of isolated panel areas as pervious and felt some isolated panel 

sections should be considered impervious. Specifically, Crossman was concerned that 

runoff from the most downstream panel sections may not be transitioned to sheet flow 

prior to entering a stormwater swale or pond, and therefore, felt panels in these isolated 

areas should be modeled as impervious. 

The design has been revised to reflect panels at the downstream end of runs, whose runoff 

may not be sufficiently transitioned to an equivalent length of sheet flow, via the 

proposed stone trenches in advance of stormwater swales/ponds, are modeled as 

impervious. The stormwater ponds and associated features were revised, as needed, to 

comply with rate and volume mitigation. Panels considered impervious in the stormwater 

model are depicted on the Post-Development Watershed Figure in the attached 

Stormwater Management Report (Attachment 2). 

Potential for Channelized Flow Resulting from Topography. Crossman Engineering 

raised a concern over potential channelization of flow in select areas as a result of 

topography. Crossman Engineering suggested these areas either be modeled as 

impervious or revised to promote sheet flow. 

The grading has been revised to promote sheet flow and to mitigate the potential for 

channelization as a result of topography. 

Sustaining Vegetation in Areas of Ledge/Rock Outcroppings. Crossman Engineering 

requested that areas of ledge/rock outcrops be identified on the project plans, raising a 

concern regarding the ability to sustain vegetation in these areas.  

Based on discussions with the Landscape Architect, Gifford Design Group, we understand 

that 24” (inclusive of the loam) is a sufficient depth to maintain moisture to support 

healthy vegetation. The plans have been revised to identify locations of ledge/rock 

outcroppings.  The revised Site Plans require over-excavation of these areas to 24” below 

proposed finished grade, such that earthen fill and a minimum of 6” loam can be installed 

to support vegetation. 
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A strong Operations and Maintenance Plan is important. Discussions with Crossman 

Engineering emphasized the importance of the project O&M Plan for erosion and 

sedimentation control related to stormwater management.  Though O&M Plans are usually 

part of the Preliminary Plan submission, providing the O&M Plan at this stage was 

recommended. 

As suggested, the site-specific stormwater Operations and Maintenance Plan has been 

provided, as Attachment 5.    

Oversizing of stormwater ponds. Crossman Engineering recommended that stormwater 

ponds be oversized to provide a conservative stormwater management approach.   

In addition to the above stormwater design revisions which, in our opinion, are 

conservative, the ponds have been oversized to collectively provide approximately 10% 

excess storage volume.    

We trust that the responses above and supplemental information provided in the referenced 

documents address your comments. Please feel free to contact us if there are any questions or 

additional information is required. 

Sincerely, 

WOODARD & CURRAN, INC.  

 

 

Stephanie Kaiser, PE 

Project Manager 

 

Enclosure(s)  Attachment 1. Revised Civil Design Drawings 

Attachment 2. Revised Stormwater Management Report 

Narrative 

Environmental Resource Documents 

Soils 

Pre-Development Calculations 

Post-Development Calculations 

Treatment Calculations 

    Attachment 3. Letter from The Gifford Design Group regarding groundcover 

    Attachment 4. Typical Electrical Equipment Specifications provided by EDP 

    Attachment 5. Operations and Maintenance Plan 

     

cc:    Frank Epps, Skunk Hill Road Solar, LLC 

    John Schroeder, Skunk Hill Road Solar, LLC 

Sergio Cherenzia, Cherenzia and Associates, LTD 

 

PN:  231258.05  
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ATTACHMENT 1 REVISED CIVIL DESIGN DRAWINGS          

(PROVIDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER) 
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ATTACHMENT 2  REVISED STORMWATER MANAGEMENT REPORT  

(PROVIDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER) 
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ATTACHMENT 3 LETTER FROM THE GIFFORD DESIGN GROUP 

REGARDING GROUNDCOVER 
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ATTACHMENT 4 TYPICAL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

SPECIFICATIONS PROVIDED BY EDP 
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ATTACHMENT 5 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PLAN 


